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The Ultimate Beginner's Guide To Learning JavaScript - Learning JavaScript Has Never Been

Easier!***JavaScript Broken Down Into Easy To Follow Steps With Extensive Examples & Real

Application!***Do you want to learn JavaScript but don't know where to start? Are you overwhelmed

by the 1,000 page long books that simply have TOO much information and are impossible to follow?

Do you want to be up and running with JavaScript in just a few hours? Do you like getting the best

'bang' for your 'buck'? (Of course you do!)If so, then look no further. "JavaScript QuickStart Guide"

will take you step-by-step through the learning process so you will understand the fundamentals of

JavaScript and how to integrate JavaScript into your web pages in minutes!Are you looking to

change careers to something that will pay you more and have more flexibility? Are you looking to

learn just for fun on the side? No matter why you want to learn JavaScript, the "JavaScript

QuickStart Guide" has you covered.Extensive Examples & Screenshots of What You Should See.

It's Like Having An JavaScript Guru Right Over Your Shoulder While You Learn!Every web

developer must know JavaScript if want to really be considered a professional. JavaScript is ones of

the most in demand programming languages at the moment and is one of the most sought after

skills for developers. Not only is JavaScript highly marketable, it is one of the most fun programming

languages to learn!"JavaScript QuickStart Guide" has been specifically designed by JavaScript

experts with ease of learning in mind to ensure you don't get stuck, lost or lose hope in the learning

process. Never again will you need to waste your time searching the internet, watching YouTube

videos and paying crazy amounts of money for online courses! Who Is This For?People With Zero

To Little JavaScript Experience!JavaScript Experts Looking To Brush Up On The Basics!People

Looking To Learn JavaScript For Fun!People Looking To Learn JavaScript For a Career!What You'll

Learn...Foundational JavaScript Terminology ExplainedCondtional & Loop StatementsCreating and

Controlling FunctionsFundamental Document Object Model ConceptsEvent Types & How to React

To EventsOur Personal GuaranteeWe are so confident that methods outlined in this book will help

you learn JavaScript that we're willing to let you try the book risk-free. If you are not fully satisfied

with the product, simply let us know and we will provide a 100% full refund. Thatâ€™s right, a 100%

Money-Back Guarantee! What reason do you have to not give this book a try?Scroll Up To The Top

Of The Page And Click The Orange "Buy Now" Icon On The Right Side Right Now!ClydeBank

Media LLCAll Rights Reserved
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My brother and I are self-studying Javascript since we would like to expand our knowledge on

languages. We both got this book and we are delighted with it. Since we are still learning Javascript,

we found the content of this book useful. It was explained very simply and I was able to follow each

discussion with ease. The examples provided were also very useful. I just wish there were exercises

or tests so I can put what I learned to practice. Other than that, I think this is very informative for an

eBook.

This audio book is a great starter for beginners. Especially if they are auditory learners. It did come

with a PDF file of the book (that I had to request after listening to the first part of the book as I did

not automatically receive the file when I got the book). I don't think I could have made it the whole

way through the book without this file. I needed to see the script examples as my mind became

numb hearing the code spoken.The gentleman reading the book does a fine job. I just think the

codes should not have been read, but that is just me. Also in reading the codes almost everything

was given except spaces. When learning a new language/program you do not automatically know



where those spaces go. So another good reason it comes with that PDF file (make sure you get it

otherwise you may be very lost).Overall it does give you a good start on understanding what

Javascript is and how to write simple code.I was given this book for free for my honest review.

This book is a very easy to understand introduction to JavaScript. It is a great beginner's guide for

anyone who is wanting to learn the basics of writing JavaScript. It doesn't go in depth into any one

aspect of JS, but instead explains all the different necessary points. The narrator has a British

accent which is easy to understand and flows nicely. The only issue I had was that he tends to read

a bit slower so I found myself listening at 1.5x speed. I received this product at a discount in

exchange for my fair and honest review. Nobody likes to be suckered, and everyone deserves to

find trustworthy reviews, so I've attempted exactly that. If you found this review helpful, please let 

(and myself!) know by clicking 'yes' underneath this review. (ÃƒÂ´Â¿ÃƒÂ´)

I'm not a complete newbie to JS, but after reading the first few chapters, realized that i knew

nothing;). The ebook is cheap and should serve as a good quickstart guide if u are beginning JS.

Chapters 2, 3 are my faves. However there is one thing that could have been done better. ... the

code illustrations are tough to read as there is no syntax highlighting ...at least not in the ebook i

bought. other than that, its worth ur money.

I cannot thank this book enough for making me finally understand Javascript. I've recently started a

blog and did the code myself, and I needed to learn Javascript for some of the pages. This book

includes detailed instructions, relevant examples, and helpful images that will make learning this

language so much easier. I'm a complete coding newbie and now I am able to make entire

websites. I don't need to hire other people to do these things anymore. This guide is for basic

Javascript, but it has definitely encouraged me to seek out and learn more complex Javascript code.

Really recommend this.

I was a complete newbie to Javascript and had to pick it up to start my online business. I can safety

say that after going over this e-book i am ten times more confident about finally taking the big step

and starting the business.This book is very thorough and covers all of the key points that any

beginner to Javascript should be able to. It answered almost all of my questions in a simple and

understandable form. This was a big step for me because google Javacript tutorials confused the

living out of me
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